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The Integrated Tokamak Modeling Task Force (ITM TF)      -
Th I t t d T k k M d li T k F (ITM TF) h th l t ie n egra e  o ama o e ng as  orce -  as e ong- erm a m 
to provide the EU with suite of codes necessary for preparing and analyzing 
future ITER discharges, with the highest degree of flexibility, confidence and 
reliability. 
Taskforce Leader: Paar Strand
Five Integrated Modeling Projects (IMP)
• IMP#1 Equilibrium and MHD
• IMP#2 Non linear MHD sawtooth and ELMs   ,  
• IMP#3 Energy and particle transport
• IMP#4 First principle transport and turbulence (Bruce Scott)
• IMP#5 Fast particles and heating
• ISIP     Infrastructure Support Project (UAL, Kepler, ESE,..) (F. Imbeaux)
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ITM: my interpretation
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Calculations
  
CPO’s
Output
Presently: no data in 
the databases/
Example of standalone wrapper program
program test
use euITM_schemas
use euITM routines
write(*,*) 'Open shot in MDS !'
call euitm_open(treename,shot,runin,idxin)
write(* *) 'Reading the input CPO :' _
implicit none
integer,parameter :: DP=kind(1.0D0)
,      
call euitm_get(idxin,"coreprof",coreprofin)
write(*,*) 'Calling the physics subroutine :'
call ESEL(coreprofin,mhdout)
interface
subroutine physics(coreprofin,mhdout)
use euitm_schemas
!use euitm_routines
type (type_coreprof),pointer :: coreprofin(:)
type (type mhd),pointer :: mhdout(:)
write(*,*) 'Creating output run :'
call euitm_create(treename,shot,runout,refshot,refrun,idxout
write(*,*) 'Put result'
call euitm_put(idxout,"mhd",mhdout)
 _   
end subroutine
end interface
type (type_coreprof),pointer :: coreprofin(:)
type (type_mhd),pointer :: mhdout(:)
write(*,*) 'Closing Database :'
call euitm_close(idxin,treename,shot,runin)
call euitm_close(idxout,treename,shot,runout)
write(*,*) 'Deallocate CPOs :'
ll it d ll t ( fi )
integer :: idxin, idxout, shot, runin, runout, refshot, refrun
integer :: numDims,dim1,dim2,dim3
character(len=5)::treename
shot = 4
ca  eu m_ ea oca e corepro n
call euitm_deallocate(mhdout)
end
runin = 1
runout = 2
refshot = 0 ! Dummy, not used
refrun =0   ! Dummy, not used
treename = 'euitm' ! Mandatory, do not change
Note: The other IMP’s will write data to 
the databases through the CPO’s but 
IMP4 will (mostly) store HDF in HDF5 
data files
HDF5
(Hierarchical Data Format)
HDF5 is a data model, library, and file 
format for storing and managing 
data. It supports an unlimited 
The official data format for IMP4
One simulation, one file:
variety of data types, and is 
designed for flexible and efficient 
I/O and for high volume and 
A single file containing all fields at all 
time slices, including probes 
(compressed) (~0.5 GB)
complex data. HDF5 is portable 
and is extensible, allowing 
applications to evolve in their use 
f
FUTILS: FORTRAN wrapper 
developed and maintained by CRPP 
o  HDF5.
From: http://www.hdfgroup.org/HDF5/
Lausanne: 
http://pleiades1.epfl.ch/~tmt/pub
Does NOT support parallel read/write/
/root
Matlab and graphics programs
interface for reading/writting HDF5 files
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Parallelization of ESEL  
• ESEL is presently being 
parallelized at 
Åbo Akademi University, 
Department of Information 
T h l i Fi l d CPU 1 CPU 2ec no og es, n an .
• Domain decomposition
• Information about boundary values 
  
need to be communicated between 
neighboring domains/CPUs every 
time step
CPU 4CPU 3
• A parallel Poisson/Helmholtz solver 
are needed 
• Presently 16 – 32 CPU are the 
upper limits due to parallel write 
bottlenecks. Hopefully 100 CPUs 
should be achieved. 
